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Abstract 

 
Neuroscience confirms with tangible scientific evidence a conviction that group counselors have long held: 
healthy relational interactions trigger empathic moments that hold the potential to initiate changes in the 
brain and reshape neural networks.  Relating with authentic Christian love may be good for the soul; it is also 
therapeutic for our social brain. The field of interpersonal neurobiology reminds us that the flow of 
emotional energy and information runs through the mind, the embodied brain, and through interpersonal 
relationships. Christian counselors can experientially bridge the biblical admonishment towards grace-filled 
relationships that feature forgiveness, patience, kindness, and self-control via the primary curative factor in 
group counseling, namely, corrective emotional relationships. Further, sacred moments, experiences during 
which people perceive they encounter the sacred, are readily made tangible within an intimate therapeutic 
community context. The opportunity is ripe to extend care group ministries to promote interpersonal, 
intrapersonal and transpersonal healing. Groupwork is vital to holistic soul care. This workshop explores 
how common-theme and support groups are rich resources for spiritual formation, mental health restoration, 
and reshaping neural pathways for better relating. In care groups where mediated feedback is welcome as a 
source of constructive interpersonal learning, leaders foster restoration and growth through the activation and 
highlighting of empathic experience. The benefits to a process orientation for select ministry groups will be 
defined and explored. In short, trekking together in a kingdom-oriented group provides an ecclesial 
experience where redemptive intimacy fosters corrective emotional relationships.  The vision for this 
workshop is to encourage Christian counselors to embrace and expand the use of common-theme care groups 
for these represent an outstanding ministry opportunity. 
   

Learning Objectives 
 
Upon successful completion of this presentation, the participants will be able to: 
 
1)  Describe how guided group interactions stir empathetic connections that reform neural pathways for 
relating; 
2) Recognize the four central leader functions (structuring, caring, cultivating affective connections, pursuing 
meaning) within an interpersonal neurobiological framework;  
3) Unite developments in a neuroscientific understanding relational synchrony with a Christian theological 
portrayal of corrective emotional relationships. 
 
 

Presenter 
 

Rev. Stephen P. Greggo, Psy.D., is a Professor and Chair of the Counseling Department at Trinity 
Evangelical Divinity School, Deerfield, IL.  He is the author of Assessment for Counseling in Christian 
Perspective, Trekking towards Wholeness: A Resource for Care Group Leaders, and co-editor of Counseling 
and Christianity: Five Approaches (Intervarsity Press). https://www.stephenpgreggo.com/ 
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Describe how guided group interactions stir 
empathetic connections that reform neural 

pathways for relating;

Execute care group leader functions within an 
interpersonal neurobiological framework;

(structuring, caring, cultivating connections and pursuing meaning) 

Unite a neuroscientific understanding of 
relational synchrony with a Christian portrayal 

of corrective emotional relationships.
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EMPATHY & NEURAL PATHWAYS
Soul Shaped Brains

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Brain 
as 
Social 
organ

…social stimuli are complex stimuli involving the activation of large 
brain networks and high-metabolic processes. Metabolic recesses lead 
to processes of neurogenesis and synaptogenesis through the 
synthesis of new proteins: thus, in a way, interpersonal experience 
actually becomes neural structure (Cozolino, 2006). 

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Brain Share
• Social interactions 

become 
neurocircuitry.

• Interpersonal patterns 
embed in the brain 
and in metabolic 
processes.

• The human brain 
anticipates emotional 
replay and reacts. 

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

“Human interpersonal 
relationships can both create 
and cure psychological 
disorders.”
(Coutinho, Silva & Decety, 2014)
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Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Empathy is the ability to experience and understand the feelings of 
the other. It is inferring the affective state of the other while at the 
same time keeping a distinction between the self and the other 
(Coutinho, Silva, and Decety, 2014).

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Bottom up: Mirror 
representations

Top Down: Cognitive 
perspective taking

Relational Salience

Individual TemperamentEmpathy exercise stimulates 
exploration and expansion of neural 
networks. Behavioral practice can 
reposition how components interact. 
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Psychotherapeutic relationships 
contain healing interactions that 
can change the brain through safe 
and supportive relationships. 
Neural networks are plastic and 
receptive to being reshaped!

From a Christian perspective, this 
ratifies the process of 
sanctification.  

Empathetic relating with the Lord 
may be the ultimate therapeutic 
exercise.

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

GROUP MODALITY
Scientific Credibility

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

“Alliance in Group Therapy: A 
Meta-Analysis ”
Alldredge, Burlingame, Yang, & 
Rosendahl (2021) 
(Group Dynamics: Theory, 
Research, and Practice)

“Outcome difference between 
Individual and Group Formats: A 
25-Year Meta-analytic Perspective
Burlingame et al, (2016) 
(Psychotherapy)

There are evidence-based 
reasons to increase group 

treatment offerings. 
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Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Cost Effective

Format 
Equivalence

Outcome 
Equivalence

Patient 
Satisfaction

“When identical treatments, 
patients, and doses are compared, 
individual and group formats 
produce statistically 
indistinguishable outcomes”
(Burlingame et al, 2016, p. 446)

Alliance Lessons 

Member-leader therapeutic relationships (alliance) and member-to-
member connections (cohesion) both contribute to successful group 
care.

Trained therapists, who appreciate the value of the alliance (bond, 
tasks, & goals), will do well to nurture the alliance and repair ruptures. 

Orientation and clarifying expectations is absolutely critical to 
establishing and maintaining a good-enough alliance in care groups. 

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Corrective Emotional Relationship

Is a redemptive relational 
encounter that draws one to a 
closer, more transparent faith 
walk with God.  

Jesus Christ makes the benefits 
of his presence known in current, 
face to face, human to human, 
relational encounter.

The heart is shaped to 
accomplish sanctification and 
reconfigure the imago Dei.

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains
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SACRED MOMENTS
Spiritually Transcendent Experiences

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Leader Functions 

• Vision & Structure
– Identify norms

– Explain plan, procedures

– Facilitate goal formation

• Care
– Model verbal gratitude

– Show compassion

– Balance support & challenge

– Display warmth

• Emotional Connections
– Guide self-disclosure

– Stimulate feedback

– Restrain hostility

– Regulate climate

• Meaning
– Elicit support

– Offer summaries & metaphors

• Direction, plan, procedures.  

• Demonstrate respect &   
acceptance.

• Intensify emotional 
expression to others.

• Find and frame meaning.

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Compare Support Group Types

L
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r 
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 T
he

m
e) • Screen 

member
• Time-

limited
• Select 

Themes
• Feedback
• Our work

S
up

po
rt • Open 

invite 
• Attend as 

needed
• Set 

Themes
• Empathy
• Our 

experience

S
te

p • Recovery 
essential

• Attend 
Often

• Steps & 
testimony

• Unity
• My work

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains
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Common-Theme Groups

• A leader-directed support group is a time-
limited experience where members are united 
by a common concern.  

• Learning about relating is included as an 
expectation of group participation.

• Christians who are hurting may benefit from 
coaching on how to connect in love!

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Cultivate Sacred Moments

Transcendence
• Seeing and sensing beyond the ordinary

Transcendence
• Seeing and sensing beyond the ordinary

Boundlessness
• Accept moments outside space & time.

Boundlessness
• Accept moments outside space & time.

Interconnectedness
• Perceptions of deeply shared understanding & care

Interconnectedness
• Perceptions of deeply shared understanding & care

Awe-Heightened Emotions
• Gratitude, joy, humility, and peace

Awe-Heightened Emotions
• Gratitude, joy, humility, and peace

Listen for perceptions of qualities associated 
with Divine character, speech and action.
Listen for perceptions of qualities associated 
with Divine character, speech and action.

Stimulate 
empathy & 
connections for 
corrective 
emotional 
relationships

Empathy, Sacred Moments & 
Soul-shaped Brains

Distinctively Christian care expands beyond diagnosis 
and interventions to embrace the bold interpersonal and 

transpersonal modality Christian care groups.
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